English
Verse
48
Baleboste Ronye, get
the table ready
Take the lokshn
(noodles) and give me
the fish
Take the shtrayml
Give me the spodik
Let’s both dance a
kozak
Say “Yes!”
Say “No!”
Let’s both go dancing!

This is the Dance Songs chapter,
translated by Paula Parsky taken
from: Folklore Research Center
Studies, Volume II [HEBREW /
YIDDISH] Shmuel Zanvel
Pipe - Yiddish Folksongs from
Galicia; The Folklorization of
David Edelstadt's Song "Der
Arbeter"; Letters,
Jerusalem Hebrew University of
Jerusalem 1971, edited by Dov
and Meyer Noy
pp 161-166
& notes pp 307-309
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Yiddish
Footnote
48 Baleboste
Ronye: from
Gitshe Ament
(supra, p. 12).
The melody from
the Pipa brothers,
above, p. 4.
Variant gathered
from Fayvl Gider,
age 13, Linsk.
The melody p.
416. Form von
Nider [??]: Zay
zhe broygez [Be
angry]/Zay zhe gut
[Be good]/Come
here/ for a
minute/Take the
shtrayml/Give me
the spodek/Let’s
dance a kozak/Here
today/There
tomorrow/The
bridegroom is
coming.
As with Jewish
circle-songs, many
are included also
in our styles the
notes adjusted to
the circles
of
the singers:
Take/Give me/Say
“yes”/Say “no” /Be
angry (turn your
back)/ Be nice
(come closer) and
things like this.
Fragments from
this song are
included in the
songs of Jewish

Folklore 37; CahnFolksongs RM’Z.
RS’G (years??)
(with melodies).
This melody is of
a Polish mazurka.

49
Among the fields
Green forests,
Yente-Mirl danced
With a soldier
Her mother came,
Her father came,
Come home, Yente-Mirl.
Come home!
I don’t want to go,
Not alone!
I want to dance with
the soldier
Completely alone!
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49. Among the
fields. From
Avraham Hornik,
age 6. Krasnow.
The melody is from
the Pipa brother
(above 4) Two
forms were
gathered from Yakl
Gelb, age 20.
Kumarna-Turko, now
in Israel, and
from Sholom
Shvarts, age 12,
Linsk.
In Gelb’s version
Yente-Rokhl dances
with two soldiers
and the third
verse is: She
doesn’t go/She
stays/She danced
with the soldier
until seven. In
the version of Sh.
Shwartz, there are
four verses 1, 2
with Hornik’s
version and 3,4 in
Polish Za gorami.
. . etc.
Equivalent RubinVoices 189 24.
Polish folk melody

49 ctd.
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50
--Who loves hot
potatoes
I love kneydlakh
--Who loves old women
I love young girls
--Who loves goose
I love tongues
Who loves old Jews
I love young ones.
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50. Who likes hot
potatoes, from
Yosef Shvarts
(above 29). The
melody from Maier
Noy, age 47,
Israel, originally
from Kolomeya. as
he heard it in
Kolomeya, his
birthplace from
Margalit
(Margulia) Neyman,
born in Sambur,
Dov and Mayer
Noy’s grandmother,
in this
collection. See
the melody of the
Polish wedding
song, SanukShnkhon 445.3.
Equivalent melody
the melody of song
52.

51
Beyle, you have good
mead
Give me the handle
Would you like to know
if it’s late?
Twelve o’clock.
We’ve eaten, drunk
Not had to pay
Take the sack and
the pack
And leave
For the dark year (ck
trans.)
You will remember me
When you come to water
May you drown
When you come upon a
fire
May you burn
God will punish you
for your talk
An evil spirit will
take you!
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51. You have good
mead, Beyla. From
Rokhl Shpayer,
Skula, now in
Israel. The
melody is from
Mayer Noy (above
50) as he heard it
from Margalit
Nayman (above
50). The last two
lines of verse 2
are not in the
manuscript but
were added by the
singer.
Equivalent BraudMemoirs 111;
Yidishe Folkslider
55 (verse4): Cahn
Folkslider 102
(verse 4 with
melody), 110
(verses 2, 3 with
melody), RN’Z,
RTs”S, Sh’Kh
(verse 2); SadanKhr (can’t read
it), 6, Girle-Bik
9 (with melody).
The tune is the
circle Kolomayka.

52
I’ve eaten and drunk
And not had to pay
Take the sack and the
pack
And leave
If I had wings
I would fly to him
With my hands and feet
And with eyes that
have been crying
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52, Eaten, Drunk.
. . from Khaye
Faybush (above
2). The melody
from Moshe Montag,
age 56, Israel,
originally from
Krasnow.
Verse 2 is
worldwide, and
found in lovesongs
of various
peoples.
Equivalent
Beregovski-Fefer
174 (verse 3 with
melody); GinzburgMarek 134 (verse
3); DobrushinYuditsky 86, 41
(verse 4), 120 35
(verse 3); ZingerBik 26 (verse 1
with melody);
Cahan Folkslider
83 (3rd verse with
melody), 86 (verse
3 with melody), 87
(verse 1), 88 (2nd
verse with melody)
and in many song
collections. The
equivalent of
melody 50. Also
see the preceding
notes.

53
It’s green here and
it’s green there
Under my feet
I have lost a friend
I don’t know where
she is.
I look for her here,
and I look for her
there
In the light of day,
Perhaps I will find
her
I would like that
Turn around, I don’t
know you
Are you, or aren’t
you?
No, no, you aren’t the
one,
Go out, I don’t need
you
Repeat first part
Turn around, I don’t
know you
Are you yes or are you
no
Yes, Yes, it’s you!
Let’s both dance in a
circle!
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53. Here is
green, There is
green. From Roza
First, age 2,
Kraskow, mlody
from Mosha Montag
(above 52). The
singer sang only
the repeating
refrain, the
melody of the
verses was
completed by Mayer
Noy (above 50).
The circle song of
the polka is in
Bastomski 49, 6;
Dobrushin-Yuditski
86, 50. A Polish
folk-melody.

53 ctd.
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54
It is raining on the
bridge
I don’t know what I
have lost
Come, dear Tosha mine
Let’s both be happy,
Let’s both go dancing!

54 It is raining
on the bridge.
From Roza Fierst
(above 53).

55
Come,
to me
Come,
dance
Turn,
swing
We’re

55 Come, Come.
From Khana Pipe
(above 9). The
melody is from the
Pipa brothers
(above 4). A
polka circle song.
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come and listen
my treasure,
with me
turn right and
only young once.

56
Dance, little girl,
dance
Shake your tail
Shake the morning star
Tomorrow you will be a
bride

56 Dance, girl,
dance. From
Hersh-Meylekh Fil
(above 11).
Equavalent CahnFolkslider RM’Kh;
Svigil-Yalkyt 30;
Shtern-Kheyder 64
(game “Bride and
Groom” in Kheder
for girls [??]).
R’Gas melody, p.
416.

57
One, two, three, four,
five, six, seven
I wrote to you,
I liked you, you liked
me
Let’s get married [put
up a khupe],
Let’s not listen to
what people say,
Let’s get married.

57 One, two. . .
.from Yosef
Zilberman, age 10,
Sanuk. Two
versions are added
and listed from
Ande Hershkovitsh,
age 22, Brgil, now
in Israel and from
Khaytshe Lampen,
age 17, Tofrt,
Bkush, the sister
of Laye (melody
162). The version
of A.
Hershkovitsh: “One
two three four
five six seven/My
aunt wrote/My
aunt, please/Send
me a Tyrolean
hat/Not too big,
not too small/Just
to fit my little
head”// Kh.
Lampen’s version:
“One two three
four five six
seven/We have
written three
letters/One to
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you/One to me/One
to all four of
us.”
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